
PTA Curriculum Meeting   April 26, 2017 

 

In Attendance:   C. Abolafia, S. Braverman,  S. Chinnappala, P. Critti, L. Eisenberg, L. Kreisman,  J. 

Menashe, N. Ogievetsky, S. Preziosi, C. Pritzker, D. Sheinin, F. Tenenbaum 

 

Minutes of March meeting were accepted as read. 

I. Update on State ELA test- 61% opt out for ELA. Students who took the test said it was very 

difficult.  It is the opinion of many that the tests are still not developmentally appropriate 

therefore lowering children’s self-esteem.  The opt-out movement does not say that all tests 

are bad. It says that the NYSED 3-8 tests that are not appropriate and not beneficial. 

The 2022 aspirational scores on regent exams- 7th and 8th grade students’ need to have an 

80 on math and an 85 on ELA are NOT going to be put into place.   

II. District Math program- the staff worked on choosing which program, TERC or GO Math, 

would be beneficial for the district. Every teacher piloted a program and had staff 

development on that program. After multiple meetings and conversations, TERC 

Investigations was chosen as a better program.  To make sure teachers are ready and set to 

go for September there is going to be additional staff training, The GOAL for choosing one 

program is that they found that too many students were speaking to many different math 

languages and this one program would bring everyone together. Additionally, there is a 

Board Initiative for intervention for mathematics- this is for students struggling with math, 

they will either have a push in or pull out session for math support. The theory is that Math 

is a staircase and that if you are missing a couple of steps you will not be able to get to the 

top.  

III. Update on Bridge-It- The student name drop down has been removed from the program. 

Amanda is working with BOCES where they look at any 3rd party vendors HW is using to 

make sure they are following appropriate standards, and that all the programs we are using 

are in compliance with privacy acts. 

IV. Update on cell phone incident at WMS- Programs were immediately brought in WMS to 

reiterate to the students’ appropriate use of phones, and safe use of technology. The idea is 

that it is everyone’s job to assist, district assists parents and kids giving them the tools they 

need, parents assist their children…try to do what can be done to lesson what happens and 

create more awareness.  Message of getting students to think twice before doing 

something, and then having an open dialogue with your children at home about safe use of 

technology. 

V. Amanda Kavanagh, the Director of Instructional and Administrative Technology gave an 

overview. Foremost, she said that she needs to be present to see the needs of the district. 

Amanda has already done 75-100 professional developments for the staff. 

a. She works closely with the IT Team, and has them attend appropriate meetings with her 

to learn and implement in our district. 

b. Working on upgrading the Wireless Access Point at HHS – replacing 110 access points.  

c. Adding cabling at FECC 



d. District phasing plan to replace IntelliBoards and smartboards- so far 25 have been 

replaced. Next year another 75 will replaced and the following year 120.  

e. The IP paging system that was installed at HES and FECC and then at HHS.  

f. Current Juniors tablets have been replaced with the Think Pads. Teachers tablets 

replaced because theirs were outdated. Now 9-12 grades will all have the same device. 

Students are required to use the school devices so the teachers can manage the 

students work and capabilities on the Think Pads.  

g. Additional Professional Development for teachers so that they know how to use the 

tablets. Part of the task of new technology is getting teachers trained. Having “Teacher 

Leaders” has been successful so far.  

h. NASTECH (Nassau Educational Technologists)- attending NASTECH, a big conversation 

has been what is the correct devices and tools for different ages. Many districts feel that 

age appropriate devices would be at the early ages I-pads then converting to the 

Chrome books, and finally at higher education using Windows based programs 

i. Purchasing- what is the most responsible way to purchase. By researching this Hewlett- 

Woodmere can make group purchases that gets is the best prices and therefore able to 

be more efficient.  All significant purchases are for products that will make the entire 

district function better.  

j. The District Technology Committee is focusing on student engagement and hands in 

teacher’s worships. What teachers can do with the tools they are given.  

k. Tools that are being utilized- Nearpod- is a lesson creation till to understand if your 

students are with you or. Flipgrid- is being used a FECC to show small clips of 

information. Video Conferencing in the elementary schools. 

VI. Discussion 

a. What percent of population is using Bridge It?  

i. As of now it is minimal. There has not been a push for it because district is 

making sure all bases are covered. They want everyone to feel comfortable with 

it before pushing on! 

b. Access in HHS has been very difficult. Students having difficulty accessing CITRIX from 

outside of school and within the building. Also, having trouble printing while inside the 

building. 

i. Looking at switching to new software- Class Link. It’s a program that brings 

everything together in one place. 

ii. Every student currently has a google account. Looking at switching to Microsoft. 

If using Class Link this will bring all drives together into one place.   

iii. CITRIX will not need to be used by the masses because of the Microsoft cloud.  

Citrix is antiquated. 

iv. Teachers are sweeping through with google and the abilities of google.  

v. Freshman Focus will be revamped so that seniors will be developing tutorials. 

Students teaching students – this is also empowering to the students. 

vi. Parent training- parents can access how to videos to learn how to use the 

technology at HW 

vii. There will be hours added to fixing the tablets at HS 



c. A comment was made that the district website is not intuitive enough.  There was a 

discussion how the district is aware and always looking to see what other districts are 

doing to improve our website. 

d. Question about using Google Cardboard- The district technology committee is 

investigating uses of different virtual tour capabilities. 

e. Question about Special Education one on one devices, teacher training on these devices, 

and parents not knowing they can ask for an assistive technology evaluation.  

i. This year, Amanda Kavanagh has worked to introduce more instructional 

technology to special ed teachers. Hopefully as they become more comfortable, 

it will be utilized more if deemed beneficial for students.   

 

Next Meeting: May 31 @ 9:30. PTA sponsoring breakfast 


